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COMMISSION IMPLEMENTING REGULATION (EU) 2018/330
of 5 March 2018
imposing a definitive anti-dumping duty on imports of certain seamless pipes and tubes of
stainless steel originating in the People's Republic of China following an expiry review pursuant to
Article 11(2) of Regulation (EU) 2016/1036 of the European Parliament and of the Council
THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION,

Having regard to the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union,
Having regard to Regulation (EU) 2016/1036 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 8 June 2016
on protection against dumped imports from countries not members of the European Union (1), and in particular
Article 11(2) thereof,
Whereas:

1. PROCEDURE
1.1. Measures in force
(1)

Following an anti-dumping investigation (‘the original investigation’), by Regulation (EU) No 1331/2011 (2), the
Council imposed a definitive anti-dumping duty on imports of certain seamless pipes and tubes of stainless steel
originating in the People's Republic of China (‘the PRC’ or ‘country concerned’).

(2)

The anti-dumping duties in force range from 48.3 % to 71.9 % for individually named companies, with a residual
duty rate of 71.9 %.

1.2. Initiation of an expiry review
(3)

Following the publication of a notice of impending expiry (3) of the anti-dumping measures in force on the
imports of certain seamless pipes and tubes of stainless steel (‘SSSPT’) originating in the PRC, the Commission
received a request for the initiation of an expiry review under Article 11(2) of Regulation (EU) 2016/1036 (‘the
basic Regulation’).

(4)

The request was lodged by Seamless Stainless Steel Tubes Industry of the European Union (‘ESTA’ or ‘the
applicant’) representing more than 50 % of the total Union production of SSSPT.

(5)

The request was based on the grounds that the expiry of the measures would likely result in recurrence of
dumping and recurrence of injury to the Union industry.

(6)

Having determined that sufficient evidence existed for the initiation of an expiry review, the Commission
announced on 10 December 2016, by notice published in the Official Journal of the European Union (4), the
initiation of the expiry review under Article 11(2) of the basic Regulation.

(7)

An anti-circumvention investigation on the product concerned originating in the PRC by imports consigned from
India was initiated on 17 February 2017 (5). This investigation did not result in the extension of the measures to
imports from India (6).

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

OJ L 176, 30.6.2016, p. 21.
OJ L 336, 20.12.2011, p. 6.
OJ C 117, 2.4.2016, p. 10.
Notice of initiation of an expiry review of the anti-dumping measures applicable to imports of certain seamless pipes and tubes of
stainless steel originating in the People's Republic of China, OJ C 461, 10.12.2016, p. 12.
(5) OJ L 40, 17.2.2017, p. 64.
(6) OJ L 299, 16.11.2017, p. 1
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1.3. Interested parties
(8)

In the Notice of Initiation, the Commission invited interested parties to contact it in order to participate in the
review investigation. The Commission specifically informed the applicant, known Union producers, users and
importers, exporting producers in the People's Republic of China, and the Chinese authorities about the initiation
of the expiry review and invited them to cooperate.

(9)

The Commission also stated that it envisaged using the United States of America (‘the USA’) as a third market
economy country (‘analogue country’) within the meaning of Article 2(7)(a) of the basic Regulation. Therefore,
the Commission informed the producers in the USA about the initiation and invited them to participate.

(10)

In addition, the Commission sent letters to all known producers of SSSPT in the Republic of Korea, Ukraine,
India, Japan, Norway and Turkey, asking for their cooperation with the review.

(11)

All interested parties had the opportunity to comment on the initiation of the review within the time limits set
out in the Notice of Initiation and to request a hearing with the Commission and/or the Hearing Officer in trade
proceedings. Hearings in the presence of the Hearing Officer were held on 14 December 2017 and on
19 January 2018 at the request of Zhejiang Jiuli Hi-Tech Metals Co. Ltd. A request for a third hearing was
received on 30 January 2018 and was accepted by the Hearing Officer. The hearing took place on 5 February
2018.

1.3.1. Sampling
(12)

In the Notice of Initiation, the Commission stated that it might sample interested parties in accordance with
Article 17 of the basic Regulation.

(a) Sa mpl in g o f U n io n prod u c ers
(13)

In the Notice of Initiation, the Commission stated that it had provisionally selected a sample of Union producers
and invited interested parties to comment within the set out time limits. The sample was selected on the basis of
production and sales volumes of the like product during the review investigation period in the Union whilst
ensuring a geographical spread. It was comprised of the largest companies, located in Sweden, France and Spain,
from the three largest groups of Union producers.

(14)

One of the complainants, Tubacex Group, advised the Commission to sample its second-largest producer, located
in Austria, instead of its largest producer located in Spain. The suggestion was made because some of this
producer's product types were not imported from the country concerned during the review investigation period.

(15)

However, bearing in mind that in line with Article 17 of the basic Regulation the Commission samples the
largest volume of production and sales, and because the product types in question were covered by the definition
of the like product, it was decided not to accept this request. Furthermore, the Commission considered that the
sample as initially selected was fully representative and provided sufficient coverage in terms of product types as
explained in recital (13) above.

(16)

No further comments on the provisional sample of Union producers were submitted and the sample was
therefore confirmed as final.

(b) Sa mpl in g o f i m p or ter s
(17)

To decide whether sampling was necessary and, if so, to select a sample, the Commission asked unrelated
importers to provide information specified in the Notice of Initiation.

(18)

During the sampling exercise two unrelated importers came forward with the requested information and
therefore sampling of unrelated importers was deemed not necessary.
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(c) S amp li n g of ex por ti n g p r od u ce rs in the Pe ople 's R epu bl ic of Ch in a
(19)

Ten exporting producers returned the sampling forms. The Commission first selected a sample of two of them,
on the basis of their exports to the Union and production capacity. Following the withdrawal of one of the
sampled producers, the Commission established a new sample, replacing the exporting producer that withdrew
with the one next in line, so that the sample was again composed of two exporting producers, on the basis of
their exports to the Union and production capacity.
1.3.2. Questionnaires

(20)

The Commission sent questionnaires to the two sampled exporting producers, known producers in potential
analogue countries, to the three sampled Union producers and to all known importers and users active on the
Union market. Questionnaire replies were received from the two sampled exporting producers, four analogue
country producers and the three sampled Union producers. Only one of the unrelated importers mentioned in
recital (18) submitted a questionnaire response. However, five additional unrelated importers (four of them also
acting as a user) submitted a questionnaire response.
1.3.3. Verification visits

(21)

The Commission sought and verified all the information it deemed necessary for determining the likelihood of
continuation or recurrence of dumping and resulting injury and for assessing whether the imposition of
measures would be against the Union interest. Verification visits pursuant to Article 16 of the basic Regulation
were carried out at the premises of the following companies:
Union producers:
— AB Sandvik Materials Technology, Sandviken, Sweden
— Tubacex Tubos Inoxidables S.A.U., Bilbao, Spain
— Salzgitter Mannesmann Stainless Tubes France SAS, Saint-Florentin, France
Union importers and importer/users:
— Arcus Nederland BV, Dordrecht, The Netherlands
— VRV S.p.A., Ornago, Italy
— Mangiarotti S.p.A., Sedegliano, Italy
Exporting producers in the PRC:
— Zhejiang Jiuli Hi-Tech Metals Co. Ltd, Huzhou
— Shanghai Baoluo Stainless Steel Tube Co. Ltd (BSS), Shanghai
1.4. Review investigation period and the period considered

(22)

The investigation of the likelihood of continuation or recurrence of dumping covered the period from 1 October
2015 to 30 September 2016 (the ‘review investigation period’ or ‘RIP’).

(23)

The examination of the trends relevant for the assessment of the likelihood of continuation or recurrence of
injury covered the period from 1 January 2013 to the end of the review investigation period (the ‘period
considered’).
1.5. Disclosure

(24)

The Commission disclosed to all interested parties the essential facts and considerations on the basis of which it
intended to maintain the anti-dumping measures in force. All parties were granted a period within which they
could make comments on the disclosure.

(25)

The comments made by the interested parties were considered by the Commission and taken into account, where
appropriate.
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2. PRODUCT CONCERNED AND LIKE PRODUCT
2.1. Product concerned
(26)

The product concerned is seamless pipes and tubes of stainless steel (excluding such pipes and tubes with
attached fittings suitable for conducting gases or liquids for use in civil aircraft), (‘the product concerned’),
currently falling within CN codes 7304 11 00, 7304 22 00, 7304 24 00, ex 7304 41 00, 7304 49 10,
ex 7304 49 93, ex 7304 49 95, ex 7304 49 99 and ex 7304 90 00 (TARIC codes 7304 41 00 90,
7304 49 93 90, 7304 49 95 90, 7304 49 99 90, and 7304 90 00 91), and originating in the People's Republic
of China (‘the PRC’).

2.2. Like product
(27)

The investigation showed that the following products have the same basic physical and technical characteristics,
as well as the same basic uses:
— the product concerned,
— the product produced and sold by the exporting producers on the domestic market of the PRC,
— the product produced and sold by the selected producer in the analogue country, and
— the product produced and sold in the Union by the Union industry.

(28)

The Commission concluded that these products are like products within the meaning of Article 1(4) of the basic
Regulation.

(29)

One Chinese exporting producer claimed that the product scope wrongly included special products for nuclear
and military uses, and that those products should have been excluded from the investigation, or alternatively
a product scope review to exclude them should have been launched.

(30)

The Commission pointed out that the product scope remained the same as in the original investigation in line
with Article 11(9) of the basic Regulation. The product scope included a wide variety of product types which
share the same or similar basic technical and physical characteristics. According to case-law (1), when determining
whether products are alike so that they form part of the same product, it needs to be assessed whether they share
the same technical and physical characteristics, and have the same basic end-uses and the same price-quality
ratio. In that regard, the interchangeability of, and competition between, those products should also be assessed.
The investigation found that all the product types are made from stainless steel, using manufacturing processes
required to produce seamless pipes, thus using similar machines, such that producers can switch between
different variants of the product, according to demand. Therefore, although all the different product types are not
directly interchangeable, producers are competing for orders covering a broad range of product types. Moreover,
these product types are produced and sold by both the Union industry and the Chinese exporting producers
using a similar production method. Therefore there was no basis to consider that products for nuclear and
military uses were not part of the product scope.

(31)

A possible product scope review would constitute a separate investigation and was therefore not within the scope
of the present investigation. Moreover, the Chinese exporting producer itself did not undertake any initiative for
initiating such a product scope review. The claim was therefore rejected.

3. LIKELIHOOD OF CONTINUATION OR RECURRENCE OF DUMPING
(32)

In accordance with Article 11(2) of the basic Regulation, the Commission examined whether the expiry of the
measures in force would be likely to lead to a continuation or recurrence of dumping from the PRC.

(1) Judgment of 18 April 2013, Steinel Vertrieb, Case C-595/11, ECLI:EU:C:2013:251, paragraph 44.
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3.1. Dumping
3.1.1. Analogue country
(33)

In the Notice of Initiation, the Commission invited all interested parties to comment on its intention to use the
USA as a market economy third country for the purpose of establishing normal value in respect of the PRC. The
Commission also identified India as a potential analogue country in view of its large number of producers and
large exports to the Union. Furthermore, other potential analogue countries mentioned in the Notice of Initiation
were Japan, the Republic of Korea, Norway, Turkey and Ukraine.

(34)

Requests to cooperate were sent to the known producers in India, Japan, the Republic of Korea, Norway, Turkey,
Ukraine and the USA. In countries where no producers were known, information about producers was requested
from the national authorities. Questionnaire replies were received from one exporting producer in India and
from three exporting producers in the USA.

C h oi ce of t h e a n al og u e co u n tr y
(35)

As regards the choice between India and the USA, the Commission selected India on the following grounds: there
were more than 20 known domestic producers in India, and hence the prices in the Indian market were the
result of genuine competition. The Indian producer used the same production method as the one predominantly
used by the Chinese industry, and its product range was more comparable with the Chinese exports than the US
product range. Moreover, in the original investigation, the USA was specifically not selected, because, as outlined
in recital (48) of the provisional regulation of the original investigation (1), the US producers relied on imports of
basic raw materials and finished products from the EU parent companies, and maintained a limited production
activity in the USA, mainly to respond to customized or time-critical orders. The US producers had high
processing costs reflecting their particular manufacturing circumstances and those costs translated into high
domestic prices in the US market.

(36)

The Indian producer provided a questionnaire reply and all the requested additional information. For the reasons
set out in recital (45), the data provided was considered accurate.

Com me n ts f r om i n ter e st ed p a r ti e s on the choi c e o f the an a logu e co un tr y
(37)

The Union industry expressed its preference for the USA to be selected as the analogue country. It argued that
the large Chinese exports to India distorted the domestic prices in India, thereby making it an unsuitable
analogue country.

(38)

The Commission noted that the alleged distortions of the Indian domestic prices were not substantiated. The
Commission also observed that in any event the Indian producer used predominantly raw material produced inhouse and that its domestic sales were profitable. Therefore, there were no indications that the alleged distortions
caused the domestic prices of the Indian producer to be abnormally low.

(39)

The Chinese exporting producers claimed that section 15 of the Protocol of Accession of the PRC to the WTO
had lapsed after 11 December 2016 and therefore the analogue country methodology was no longer warranted.

(40)

The Commission recalled that in line with Article 2(7) of the applicable basic Regulation, normal value was
determined on the basis of data from the analogue country. This claim was therefore rejected.

(41)

Following definitive disclosure, one Chinese exporting producer questioned the choice of India as the analogue
country and argued that the definitive disclosure did not sufficiently justify the choice of India. First, it claimed
that India was not an appropriate analogue country because the Indian product range was insufficiently
comparable to the Chinese exporting producer's exports to the Union. Second, it alleged that since no verification
visit to the Indian producer had been carried out, the Commission could not guarantee that no special products

(1) OJ L 169, 29.6.2011, p. 6.
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for military and nuclear uses were included in the Indian domestic sales. Third, it alleged that iron ore prices in
India were distorted, according to the Commission's provisional findings in the anti-dumping investigation
concerning castings from China (1). As a result of this alleged distortion, the normal values used in the dumping
calculation were claimed to be inflated. Fourth, it argued that the Indian normal values were abnormally high, as
shown by the fact that the Spanish sales prices in the Union were on average lower than the Indian average
prices. It argued that if Spain would have been used as the analogue country, the dumping margin would have
been negative.

(42)

The Commission noted that the reasons for choosing India as analogue country were set out in detail in
recital (35) and that none of those reasons were disputed by the Chinese exporting producer. The Chinese
exporting producer also did not claim that a different analogue country should have been chosen. As regards the
specific claims, the first argument concerning the comparability of the product range was rejected, since India
had the highest number of comparable product types amongst the available potential analogue countries, when
compared with the Chinese exports to the Union as a whole, as explained in recital (35). The individual level of
comparability with a specific Chinese exporting producer could not invalidate the choice of India as analogue
country, since the assessment was made at the level of the entire country. Second, the Commission pointed out
that as explained in recital (30), products for nuclear and military uses were part of the product scope, so this
point could not invalidate the choice of India as analogue country. The separate issue of the correct comparison
between different product types was addressed below in recitals (60) and (66). Third, the claim that an alleged
price distortion of iron ore had an impact on the normal value was not substantiated. In any event, iron ore was
not used as a direct raw material for the product concerned, nor was any evidence provided of any indirect effect
on the Indian domestic prices. Moreover, the Commission investigation to which the Chinese exporting producer
referred had, on the contrary, rejected the claim that there would be an iron ore price distortion. The allegation
concerning distortion of iron ore was therefore rejected. Fourth, the fact that choosing a different analogue
country would have been more favourable to a specific Chinese exporting producer was not a valid basis for the
choice or rejection of an analogue country. Moreover, the comparison with Spain put forward by the Chinese
exporting producer was based on average prices of broad product categories and did not take into account the
specific product types. Therefore the data did not demonstrate that the Indian prices were abnormally high. The
argument was therefore rejected. In any event, Spain alone would not have been a possible choice of analogue
country, it being a Member State of the Union. The Commission noted that the alternative of choosing the Union
as a whole as the analogue country would not have changed the finding that dumping continued. This is because
the Chinese prices were shown to undercut the Union prices, as explained in recital (126).

(43)

The Commission therefore concluded that none of the claims invalidated the choice of India as analogue country
and confirmed that India was an appropriate analogue country.

(44)

Following additional clarifications, the Chinese exporting producer repeated its opposition to the use of India as
the analogue country and to the use of the analogue country method in general. In addition to its earlier claims,
it also alleged that the absence of a verification visit to the Indian producer invalidated the choice of India as
analogue country.

(45)

The Commission noted that a verification visit was not a pre-condition for the choice of the analogue country
and may only be relevant in the assessment of the correctness of the information submitted by the Indian
producer. Upon careful assessment, the Commission concluded that the data provided by the Indian producer
was coherent and complete, and the Indian producer had a previous track record of providing accurate data to
the Commission's investigations. The Indian data was therefore deemed an accurate basis despite the absence of
a verification visit. The other claims were already rejected in recitals (40), (42) and (43) and therefore did not alter
the Commission's findings.

(46)

Following the additional clarifications explained in recital (53), the Chinese exporting producer alleged that the
Union had been chosen as an additional analogue country but without a possibility for the interested parties to
comment on the choice.

(47)

The Commission clarified that the analogue country was India and there was no additional analogue country. As
explained in recitals (51) and (53), information from the questionnaire replies of other producers was used to
determine normal values only where necessary due to the absence of sales of the product category ‘Casing and
tubing, of a kind used in drilling for oil and gas’ in the analogue country India.

(1) OJ L 211, 17.8.2017, p. 22
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3.1.2. Normal value
(48)

In accordance with Article 2(2) of the basic Regulation, the Commission first examined whether the total volume
of domestic sales of the like product to independent customers made by the Indian producer was representative
in comparison with the total export volume from the PRC to the Union, namely whether the total volume of
such domestic sales represented at least 5 % of the total volume of export sales of the product concerned to the
Union.

(49)

The Commission subsequently identified the product types sold domestically in the analogue country that were
identical or comparable with the product types sold for export to the Union by the exporting producers in the
PRC. The Commission examined whether the domestic sales of each of those product types in the analogue
country were representative, in accordance with Article 2(2) of the basic Regulation.

(50)

The domestic sales were found to be made in the ordinary course of trade, in accordance with Article 2(4) of the
basic Regulation. The analysis showed that the Indian domestic sales were profitable and that the weighted
average sales price was higher than the cost of production. Normal value for each product type was thus based
on the actual domestic price, which was calculated as a weighted average price of each product type of all the
domestic sales made during the review investigation period.

(51)

For those exported product types without corresponding domestic sales in the analogue country, the normal
value was determined on the basis of the domestic price of the most closely resembling product type in the
analogue country. In order to reflect the differences between product types, the normal value determination took
into account the characteristics of the product type as defined by the Product Control Number: product category,
external diameter, wall thickness, steel grade, testing, tube extremity, finishing and length. These characteristics
were reflected in coefficients that were applied to the Indian domestic price of the most closely resembling
product type. Where necessary, the information available in the questionnaire replies of other producers was used
for determining (i) the coefficients and (ii) the basis of the normal values of the product category ‘Casing and
tubing, of a kind used in drilling for oil and gas’. As regards two characteristics (testing and tube extremity) no
upward coefficient was applied, thus resulting in a more conservative normal value determination.

(52)

Following definitive disclosure, one Chinese exporting producer pointed out that the product range of the Indian
producer did not include all the product categories, steel grades and diameters that were included in the exports
from China to the Union. It therefore alleged that the normal value determination based on Indian domestic sales
was incorrect.

(53)

The Commission clarified that whenever there were no domestic sales of a directly corresponding product type in
India, data from the questionnaire replies of other producers were used instead. In the absence of domestic sales
of the product categories, steel grades and diameters pointed out by the Chinese exporting producer, the
Commission based the determination of the normal value of those product types on the most closely resembling
product types in the questionnaire replies of the Union producers. These specific product types were disclosed to
the Chinese exporting producer and exclusively concerned the product category ‘Casing and tubing, of a kind
used in drilling for oil and gas’.

(54)

Following those additional clarifications, the Chinese exporting producer alleged that the most closely resembling
product types in this product category ‘Casing and tubing, of a kind used in drilling for oil and gas’ had been
chosen by the Commission in a way that inflated the dumping margins. Second, it alleged that the Commission
should have disclosed which specific Union producer's data had been used. Third, it claimed that the additional
clarifications did not make it clear whether the data from the Union industry was used for the determination of
all the exported product types in this product category or only some of them. Finally, it requested that all
products of the specific steel grade (13 %Cr) should be disregarded from the dumping calculation, on the grounds
that the exports of this steel grade were resales of products not manufactured by the Chinese exporting producer
itself.

(55)

The Commission clarified that the most closely resembling product types were chosen on the basis of the
number of matching characteristics that were explained in recital (60). The closest resembling product type used
for each exported product type had been disclosed to the Chinese exporting producer. Second, no arguments
were given by the Chinese exporting producer in support of its claim. Third, the additional clarifications
provided to the Chinese exporting producer had confirmed that there were no Indian domestic sales of the
specific product category, steel grade and diameter that were highlighted by the Chinese exporting producer.
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Hence the data from other producers was used for all the sales of those product types. The normal value range
that had been provided to the Chinese exporting producer applied to all of the most closely resembling product
types for this product category. Finally, the Commission was legally obliged to determine a normal value for all
the exports to the Union and therefore the product category could not be excluded from the dumping
calculation. In any event, even if the exports of this product category would have been disregarded in the
dumping calculation, it would not have changed the outcome that dumping continued in the RIP. The claims
were therefore rejected.

3.1.3. Export price
(56)

The export price was established in accordance with Article 2(8) of the basic Regulation on the basis of export
prices actually paid or payable to the first independent customer.

3.1.4. Comparison and dumping margins
(57)

The Commission compared the normal value and the export prices of the sampled exporting producers. As
provided by Article 2(11) and (12) of the basic Regulation, the weighted average normal value of each type of the
like product in the analogue country was compared with the weighted average export price of the corresponding
type of the product concerned.

(58)

As dumping was found when comparing the normal values to the export prices, it was concluded that applying
adjustments to those export prices that were expressed on an FOB basis would not have affected the finding that
there was dumping, as lowering the export prices by means of further downward adjustments would have only
increased the dumping margin.

(59)

One Chinese exporting producer claimed that the price comparison might be distorted, because the Indian
sales may have included high-quality products for nuclear and military uses that were compared with regular
Chinese products. It criticised the Product Code Number (PCN) structure, alleging that the PCN did not properly
reflect such differences, thereby leading to unfair comparisons. It requested the Commission to re-issue the
questionnaires to all parties with a revised PCN structure. It made the same claims concerning the Union sales
(see recital (125)).

(60)

The Commission took account of the differences among the product types and ensured a fair comparison.
A unique product control number (PCN) was allocated to each product type, produced and sold by the Chinese
exporting producers, analogue country producer and the Union industry. The PCN depended on the main charac
teristics of the product, in this case, product category, external diameter, wall thickness, steel grade, testing, tube
extremity, finishing, and length. The PCN structure therefore took into account in a detailed manner the specifi
cations of each product type, thus allowing for a fair comparison. It was thus not necessary to change the PCN
structure and to issue new questionnaires. Furthermore, as explained in recital (42), the products for nuclear or
military uses were part of the product scope and there was therefore no basis exclude them. There was no
indication that any Indian products for nuclear or military uses would have been unduly compared with the
Chinese exports. The product types highlighted by the Chinese exporting producer where allegedly a confusion
was possible as to the steel grades used for standard tubes as opposed to nuclear tubes, were not actually
exported by the Chinese exporting producer. As there was no possibility for a distorted comparison on this basis,
the claim was rejected.

(61)

On this basis, the weighted average dumping margin, expressed as a percentage of the CIF Union frontier price,
duty unpaid, was in the range of [25 % to 35 %] for the two sampled producers. It was therefore concluded that
dumping continued during the review investigation period.

(62)

Following definitive disclosure, one Chinese exporting producer requested, first, clarifications on the calculation
of its dumping margin, in particular on how the PCNs of the analogue country producer and the coefficients
were used to calculate the normal values. Second, it requested more information on the Indian domestic prices,
claiming that that the disclosed range of normal values and dumping margins did not allow it to verify the
accuracy of the calculations, and alleging that the higher values were the result of distorted findings. Third, it also
requested more clarification on the product types sold on the Indian domestic market, in particular how the
Commission had ensured that special products for military and nuclear uses were not unfairly compared with the
Chinese exports to the Union.
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(63)

Following the Commission's reply, the Chinese exporting producer made additional requests and claims. Fourth,
it requested a full list of PCNs of the Union industry and the US producers, where the determination of the
coefficients should be identified. Fifth, it claimed that the questionnaire replies of US producers should not be
used to determine the coefficients, on the basis of the fact that the USA had not been considered a suitable
analogue country, for the reasons explained in recital (35), and claimed that the coefficients based on US prices
might be inflated. Sixth, it claimed that one of its export transactions had been wrongly included in the
calculation of its export price. Seventh, it argued that the Commission should have provided more information
on the normal values and dumping margins of each PCN, instead of a range. Eight, it claimed that the exported
product types for which no corresponding domestic sales existed in the analogue country should have been
excluded from the calculation and determined as non-dumped products, in order to avoid a ‘presumption of
guilt’. Finally, the Chinese exporting producer also requested an extension of the deadline for disclosure
comments.

(64)

First, the Commission provided to the Chinese exporting producer a list of the PCNs that were the basis for the
normal value determination, including a list of the PCNs that were directly corresponding to its exports to the
Union and, where there were no directly corresponding PCNs, information on which PCNs had been the basis for
the normal value determination with application of coefficients. The list of PCNs showed that the Indian
domestic sales used for the determination of normal value did not include special steel grades, typically used for
nuclear and military uses. The Commission also provided a detailed list of each of the coefficients used.

(65)

Second, the Commission provided to the Chinese exporting producer with ranges of normal values and dumping
margins for each of the exported product types. The detailed figures of the producer could not be provided
without disclosing their confidential data, so the data was presented in ranges. In response to the specific
concerns on the highest dumping margins, the Commission noted that both the highest and lowest dumping
margins only concerned limited quantities (less than 7 % of the exports) and therefore were not sufficient to
remove the overall dumping margin of the Chinese exporting producer. Thus, even if those values would have
been disregarded, it would not have changed the finding that dumping continued during the RIP.

(66)

Third, as regards fair comparison of product types, the Commission clarified that the determination of the
dumping margin for each product type exported by a Chinese exporting producer was based on a comparison of
the export price and the normal value of the same product type, or, in the absence of a corresponding product
type, of the most closely resembling product type to which coefficients were applied to reflect the characteristics
defined by the PCN. Hence, the export prices of regular product types were not compared with special product
types. Specifically, the comparable Indian domestic sales did not include special steel grades typically used for
special military or nuclear products. The Commission therefore concluded that there was no risk of an unfair
comparison as alleged by the Chinese exporting producer. In any event, even though the Commission is legally
obliged to determine normal value for each product type exported to the Union, dumping was found also when
only the directly corresponding product types were considered. This demonstrated that the choice of the most
closely resembling product types or the determinations of the coefficients were not the reason for the overall
finding of dumping.

(67)

Fourth, in addition to a detailed list of the coefficients, the Commission provided further explanation on how the
coefficients were applied to determine normal values on the basis of a closely resembling product type in the
case of product types without a directly corresponding product type in the analogue country. The full list of the
PCNs in the USA and in the Union and the calculations of the coefficients could not be provided because their
disclosure would have required revealing sensitive business information of the producers in the USA and in the
Union.

(68)

Fifth, the Commission clarified that the coefficients were established as percentages which reflected the relative
differences between the product types, not the absolute price levels in the USA. Hence the claim that the absolute
price level in the USA had inflated the normal value determination was rejected.

(69)

Sixth, the Commission noted that the highlighted export transaction only represented a small volume (less than
3 % of the exports) and therefore even if this transaction would have been removed, it would not have changed
the finding that dumping continued during the review investigation period.
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(70)

Seventh, as explained in recital (65), the Commission provided, for each exported PCN, ranges of the normal
value and the dumping margin. The detailed figures of the producer could not be provided without disclosing
their confidential data, so the data was presented in ranges.

(71)

Eight, the Commission pointed out that it was required to establish a normal value and make a dumping determi
nation for each exported product type. There was no ‘presumption of guilt’ because dumping was established
only if the export price was lower than the normal value and any negative dumping amounts were fully taken
into account when calculating the overall dumping margin.

(72)

Finally, an extension was given to react to the new clarifications outlined in recitals (64) to (70) which were
provided to the Chinese exporting producer.

(73)

Following the additional clarifications, the Chinese exporting producer continued to contest specific aspects of
the comparison, dumping determination and repeated some of its earlier claims.

(74)

First, it claimed that adjustments should have been made to the analogue country prices on the basis of
economies of scale, level of trade, lower productivity, sales expenses, yield rate, profitability, and the cost of raw
material. Second, it claimed that the clarifications provided still did not allow it to understand how the normal
values had been determined. Third, it repeated its request to obtain the cost data of each PCN of the producers in
the USA and in the Union, at least their ranges. In addition it requested information on the source of each
coefficient, and requested a disclosure of the product characteristics. Fourth, it alleged that the coefficients were
distorted by the presence of nuclear or military products in the USA and in the Union. Fifth, it alleged that the
coefficients applied by the Commission were incorrect. It submitted alternative coefficients, the use of which
allegedly showed that no dumping occurred in its exports to the Union. Alternatively, it requested the
Commission to make adjustments to the coefficients on the basis of production method used, related purchases
or the type of raw material used. Sixth, it argued that even if only the directly corresponding product types were
observed, the dumping finding did not take into account the generally lower prices in India, the adjustments for
the analogue country prices it had claimed, and the specific situation of the analogue country producer.

(75)

The Commission examined the additional claims in detail.

(76)

First, as explained in recital (35), the domestic prices in India were the result of genuine competition and were
therefore considered reliable. The claims concerning distortions of the Indian domestic prices were already
addressed in recital (42). The new claims for adjustments to the Indian domestic prices were not substantiated by
the Chinese exporting producer and were therefore rejected.

(77)

Second, the Commission provided detailed additional information on the coefficients, their sources and the
calculation method, as explained in recitals (64) to (71), and subsequently replied to a series of technical
questions regarding the calculation method (1). As set out in recital (83), the Commission also provided an
example of how a coefficient was calculated from the cost data. In the example, the actual cost data was
expressed in ranges in order to protect its confidentiality according to article 19 of the basic Regulation. It was
therefore concluded that the Chinese exporting producer had obtained sufficient information allowing it to trace
the method of determining the normal values.

(78)

Third, the request for access to the additional data of the producers in the USA and in the Union had already
been rejected for the reasons explained in recital (67). Providing the source of each coefficient would have
revealed information about the product types produced by each of the producers. Providing all the data in the
form of ranges would also have been unreasonably burdensome, given the large volume of company-specific cost
data (over 2 000 rows and over 50 columns). Moreover, it was noted that the requested data concerned the cost
level of each PCN. The cost level in itself had no impact on the determination of the normal values, because the
coefficients were applied as proportions (percentages), not as absolute values. In other words, the level of the
costs per PCN had no bearing on the outcome. Finally, the degree of precision necessary for the calculation of

(1) Correspondence with the legal representatives of the Chinese exporting producer on 27 and 29 December 2017.
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the coefficients could not be meaningfully reflected by using ranges. This is because the cross-multiplication of
values expressed in ranges would have given a resulting range too wide to be meaningful. While the underlying
cost data was not disclosed for these reasons, the resulting actual coefficients were disclosed in full. Finally, the
Indian domestic sales prices were provided in ranges. This is because differently from the cost data used for
determining the coefficients, the Indian prices determined the basis level of the normal values. It was therefore
justified to give access to the Chinese exporting producer to verify that data.

(79)

Fourth, as explained in recital (30), the military and nuclear product types were part of the product scope and
there was no basis to redefine the product scope. The product characteristics were reflected in the PCN structure,
which assured a fair comparison between product types, for the reasons explained in recitals (60) and (66). There
was no substantiation of any actual distortions. There was also no indication that any alleged distortion could
have been sufficient to alter the overall finding that dumping continued in the review investigation period. Hence
the claims concerning nuclear and military product types were rejected.

(80)

Fifth, in the light of the comments, the coefficients used for Outside diameter and Steel grade were reviewed and
modified. The revised coefficients were disclosed, as well as the resulting changes to the individual dumping
margins. While the modifications lowered the dumping margin of one Chinese exporting producer, they were not
sufficient to change the overall finding that dumping continued in the RIP. By contrast, the alternative coefficients
submitted by the Chinese exporting producer were not accepted, because they were based on standard price lists
of a Union producer, from a time period outside of the review investigation period. Actual company-specific
data, from the review investigation period, constituted a more reliable basis for the normal value determination.
The claims to adjust the coefficients for production method, type of raw material and related purchases were
unsubstantiated and unspecific, because none of the elements highlighted by the Chinese exporting producer
influenced the determination of the coefficients, and were therefore rejected.

(81)

Sixth, the claimed adjustments were not substantiated and there was no indication that they were significant
enough to reverse the dumping finding. The general price level of Indian exports to the Union was not relevant,
since the normal value determination was based on domestic prices, not export prices, and in any event the
PCN-by-PCN comparison was more accurate than a comparison of average prices because of the wide range of
product types and the substantial price differences amongst them, which may not be reflected in average
prices. As a consequence, the claims were rejected.

(82)

At a very late stage of the investigation, a Chinese exporting producer requested a second hearing with the
Hearing Officer as it claimed its rights of defence were breached as it believed that it had not received sufficient
explanation of the methodology followed by the Commission for its dumping determination, more specifically
how coefficients were established and applied to establish normal values. It also requested that other interested
parties, i.e. the Union producers, the analogue country producer from India and the cooperating US producers,
would attend this meeting. However, none of these interested parties accepted the invitation.

(83)

Following the hearing, the Hearing Officer made certain recommendations instructing the Commission to further
explain the methodology followed, supplementing the additional disclosures and explanations made earlier in the
proceeding. As a consequence, the Commission made a supplementary disclosure limited to the points identified
by the Hearing Officer as possibly interfering with the rights of defence and invited the exporting producer to
comment on those points. The content of this supplementary disclosure is set out in recitals (53), (77), (78)
and (80). The adjustment provided as a consequence of the exporting producer's comments, furthermore,
resulted in a lower average dumping margin of the Chinese exporting producers: the dumping margin was
reduced to the range of [25 % to 35 %], as set out in recital (61), slightly less than the range of [30 % to 40 %]
initially calculated at the stage of the defititive disclosure. The exact level of the dumping margin had no impact
on the exporting producers, since the level of the measures was not affected by an expiry review, as shown in
recital (195).

(84)

The Commission gave the Chinese exporting producers sufficient time to comment on the additional elements
disclosed to them.

(85)

In its submission, however, one Chinese exporting producer did not limit itself to making comments on the
points raised by the Hearing Officer for which the Commission provided additional explanations. Instead, it once
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more questioned the methodology followed by the Commission by contesting the explanations already provided
earlier in the procedure, as outlined in recitals (59) to (83). Moreover, late on the Friday afternoon 26 January
2018 before its deadline for comments on Monday 29 January 2018, it put forward a number of new questions
and demands, not previously raised either during the procedure or before the Hearing Officer, and claimed that
the absence of answer to and disclosure on those questions would infringe its rights of defence.

(86)

In reply thereto, the Commission first recalled that the legal and procedural steps and the deadlines for
concluding a review investigation did not allow it to accept continuing arguments, demands, and questions
submitted at a late stage of the procedure as this would jeopardise the timely conclusion of the investigation
especially where there had been ample opportunity and time for the parties to comment earlier. This was all the
more true in the present case where the methodology was explained at length during several hearings and in
multiple disclosure documents to interested parties. It is for those reasons that the Commission, explicitly, in its
post-hearing clarifications requested the Chinese exporting producer to limit its comments to the specific matters
for which it claimed a violation of its rights of defence before the Hearing Officer, and pursuant to which it
received further clarifications. The Chinese exporting producer did not demonstrate how its rights of defense
were infringed, nor did it substantiate how the points raised could have affected the overall findings of the investi
gation.

(87)

In addition to contesting the methodology for normal value determination, the Chinese exporting producer
continued to claim that its dumping margin has been inflated by a comparison between pipes for military and
nuclear use and pipes for common use. However, as explained in recital (79), no such comparison was made and
no normal value was determined for such specific product types.

(88)

Moreover, the exporting producer, for the first time at this late stage of the proceeding, claimed an adjustment
for fair price comparison based on the allegation that its productivity was 2.5 times that of the Indian analogue
producer. It also highlighted the profit margin of the Indian producer and requested a downward adjustment of
the normal value determination on the grounds that the domestic sales in India in the RIP were more profitable
than the target profit established for the Union industry in the original investigation. Both claims together
amounted to a downward adjustment of the normal values by 28 %, thereby creating an alleged negative
dumping margin.

(89)

The first claim was made at a stage where verification had become impossible. In any case, even if the first claim
had been made at an earlier stage of the proceeding, it was uncorroborated by evidence and therefore did not
satisfy the requirements set out by Article 6(8) of the basic Regulation. The second claim was unfounded, as the
normal value was based on the actual domestic sales prices of the analogue country producer, as set out in
recitals (48) to (51), and not constructed on the basis of costs and profits. The profitability of the analogue
country producer's domestic sales was taken into account in the determination that the domestic sales were made
in the ordinary course of trade, as explained in recital (50). By contrast, the target profit of the Union industry
reflected the profit that could have been achieved in the absence of dumped imports. As such, the domestic prof
itability and the Union industry's target profit were not comparable. Both claims were therefore rejected. As
a result of the rejection of the 28 % adjustment, also the Chinese exporting producer's alternative dumping
calculation, even if otherwise accepted, would not have changed the finding that dumping continued in the RIP.

(90)

At the hearing of 5 February 2018, the same Chinese exporting producer repetitively referred to the ruling of the
WTO Appellate Body concerning imports of Fasteners from China (case DS397). It alleged that based on that
ruling, the Commission should have communicated all cost, prices and normal values of each product type of the
Indian analogue country producer, the cooperating US producers and the Union industry, and alleged that
otherwise it rights of defence were breached.

(91)

However, the Commission noted that the ruling instructed the disclosure of the methodology of normal value de
termination only for the product types exported by the Chinese producer, thereby ensuring full coverage of the
exports. By contrast, the ruling did not imply that confidential company data on the entire activity of all parties
should become available to the exporting producer. The claim was therefore rejected.
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(92)

At the hearing of 5 February 2018, the same Chinese exporting producer continued to allege that also the
revised coefficients established by the Commission were wrong. It contested the revised steel grade coefficients
and the coefficients for the smallest diameters. It claimed that any coefficients determined on the basis of data of
the US exporting producers should have been based on standard costing. It submitted an alternative dumping
calculation using the alternative coefficients, which showed a negative dumping due to the 28 % adjustment
explained in recitals (88) to (89).

(93)

The Commission continued to reject the alternative coefficients, because they were based on standard price
lists, from a different time period than the RIP, as explained in recital (80). The Commission confirmed that in
anti-dumping investigations actual costs should mandatorily be used, meaning standard costs adjusted by
quantity and price variances. Furthermore, the revised coefficients were broadly in line with the alternative
coefficients submitted by the Chinese exporting producer. In any event, the alternative coefficients on their own,
even if accepted, were not sufficient to change the finding that dumping continued in the RIP.

3.2. Likelihood of continuation of dumping from the PRC
(94)

Further to the finding of the existence of dumping during the review investigation period, the Commission
investigated the likelihood of continuation of dumping, should the measures be repealed. The following
additional elements were analysed: the production capacity and spare capacity in the PRC, pricing behaviour of
producers in the PRC to other markets and the attractiveness of the Union market.

3.2.1. Production capacity and spare capacity in the PRC
(95)

The capacity utilisation rate of the two sampled Chinese producers was found to be in the range of [40 %
to 60 %]. The spare capacity was found to be in the range of [40 000 to 50 000 tonnes] for the two sampled
producers. This is equivalent to [30 % to 50 %] of the Union consumption. Furthermore, it was found that there
were plans to construct additional capacity.

(96)

The total capacity of all producers in the PRC was estimated by the applicant to be above 1 million tonnes. Based
on the capacity utilisation rate of the sampled producers, the total spare capacity in the PRC was thus estimated
to be approximately 500 000 tonnes, over four times the Union consumption. Even if the capacity utilisation
rates of the other exporting producers would have been higher than those of the sampled producers, the total
Chinese spare capacity would still be significant and equivalent to more than the total Union consumption.

(97)

The applicant estimated the total domestic consumption in the PRC to be 310 000 tonnes on the basis of the
Chinese domestic production, imports and exports. As the spare capacity corresponded to over 150 % of the
estimated Chinese domestic consumption, it was considered unlikely that the domestic consumption in the PRC
could increase by 150 % and absorb the large spare capacity.

(98)

It was therefore concluded that there was very significant spare capacity that could be directed to the Union
market at least in part, should the measures against the PRC be allowed to lapse.

3.2.2. Pricing behaviour of the PRC to other markets
(99)

Anti-dumping measures on imports of the product concerned from the PRC were in force in the Eurasian
Economic Union (Belarus, Kazakhstan and Russia) and Ukraine. These measures demonstrated the existence of
dumping practices of the Chinese industry as a whole with respect to the product concerned on other markets.

(100) Furthermore, the Chinese exports to all third countries were found to be made generally at lower prices than the
exports to the Union. On the basis of the Chinese export statistics, the average Chinese export prices to third
countries were 23 % lower than the export prices to the Union.
(101) The Commission concluded that, if the current measures were to be repealed, it was likely that the Chinese
exporting producers would redirect exports towards the Union at dumped prices.
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3.2.3. Attractiveness of the Union market
(102) The Union market size was over 100 000 tonnes, estimated to be the second-largest in the world after the PRC,
and larger than the USA. Thus the Union market was already by its size an attractive market for Chinese
exporters.
(103) Second, the average Chinese export prices to the Union were found to be significantly higher than the average
Chinese export prices to other markets, which was a further demonstration of the attractiveness of the Union
market. As outlined in recital (100) the Chinese export prices to third countries were 23 % lower than the export
prices to the Union.
(104) Third, the anti-dumping measures in force in other markets like Russia and Ukraine restricted the range of other
markets available for Chinese exports. Therefore, it is likely that should the measures lapse the Chinese exports
would be again directed towards the Union market and likely to reach a market share closer to the share they had
before the imposition of the measures, which was 18 %.
(105) In conclusion, the Commission found that the Union market would likely be a very attractive destination for
Chinese exports, should the measures be lifted.

3.3. Conclusion on the likelihood of continuation of dumping
(106) The investigation showed that Chinese imports continued to enter the Union market at dumped prices during the
review investigation period. It also demonstrated that the spare capacity in the PRC was very significant in
comparison with the Union consumption during the review investigation period. This spare capacity is likely to
be directed at least in part to the Union market, should the measures be allowed to lapse.
(107) In addition, other markets had in place anti-dumping measures applicable to imports of the product concerned
from the PRC, and Chinese export prices to other markets were lower than the prices to the Union. This pricing
behaviour of the Chinese exports in third markets supports the likelihood of continuation of dumping to the
Union, should the measures be allowed to lapse.
(108) Finally, the attractiveness of the Union market in terms of size and prices, and the fact that other markets remain
closed due to anti-dumping measures, indicated that it is likely that Chinese exports would be directed towards
the Union market, should the measures be allowed to lapse.
(109) Given the above, the Commission concluded that there was a strong likelihood that the repeal of the
anti-dumping measures would result in significant dumped imports from the PRC to the Union.

4. SITUATION ON THE UNION MARKET
4.1. Definition of the Union industry and Union production
(110) The like product was manufactured by 23 known producers, some of them related to one another, in the Union
during the review investigation period. They constitute the Union industry within the meaning of Article 4(1) of
the basic Regulation.
(111) The total Union production during the review investigation period was established at around 117 000 tonnes on
the basis of data provided by the applicant.
(112) The sampled companies in the investigation account for 54 % of Union production and 55 % of Union sales. The
data of the sample is considered representative for the situation of the Union industry.
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4.2. Union consumption
(113) The Commission established the Union consumption on the basis of (i) the volume of sales of the Union industry
on the Union market based on the data provided by the applicant and (ii) imports from third countries based on
the Eurostat database. This database provided the most accurate data as, in addition to imports in the normal
regime, it also included imports in the inward processing regime.
(114) Union consumption developed as follows:

Table 1
Union consumption (metric tonnes)

Total Union consumption

2013

2014

2015

RIP

108 152

116 718

111 324

104 677

100

108

103

97

Index (2013 = 100)

Source: Questionnaire replies, applicant's data and the Eurostat database.

(115) Although the Union consumption increased by 8 % in 2014, it then decreased by 11 % between 2014 and the
review investigation period. This decline was mainly due to a reduction in investment in the oil and gas industry,
which is one of the major user industries.

4.3. Imports from the country concerned
4.3.1. Volume and market share of the imports from the country concerned
(116) The Commission established the volume of imports on the basis of information from the Eurostat database
(10 digit level). However, it was clear from a breakdown of the origin countries of the imports in the Eurostat
database that some countries included were not manufacturers of SSSPT. Therefore, imports from such countries
were excluded for the purposes of this investigation because clearly they do not relate to the product concerned.
Relevant details were made available for inspection to interested parties in the file open. The data pertaining to
the PRC, India, Ukraine and other SSSPT manufacturing countries did not need to be corrected.
(117) The market share of imports was also established on the basis of the corrected Eurostat data.
(118) Imports to the Union from the PRC developed as follows:

Table 2
Import volume (metric tonnes) and market share
2013

2014

2015

RIP

2 437

1 804

1 951

2 317

100

74

80

95

Market share

2.3 %

1.5 %

1.8 %

2.2 %

Volume of imports from the PRC excluding inward
processing

1 173

1 120

1 014

820

Volume of total imports from the PRC (tonnes)
Index (2013 = 100)
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2013

2014

2015

RIP

100

95

86

70

1.1 %

1%

0.9 %

0.8 %

Source: Questionnaire replies, applicant's data and the Eurostat database.

(119) During the period considered the volume of imports from the PRC was low. Total imports from the PRC
accounted for a market share of around 2 % throughout the period considered. They accounted for a market
share of around 1 % throughout the period considered if inward processing is not taken into account. The
volumes imported under the inward processing regime were re-exported in finished products such as heat
exchangers.
(120) The imports have been at this low level since the imposition of the original measures in 2011 and can thus be
assumed to be the result of the anti-dumping measures in force.
4.3.2. Prices of the imports from the country concerned and price undercutting
(121) As a preliminary remark, it is noted that average prices for the product concerned may not be representative per
product type due to their wide range and the substantial price difference amongst them. Nevertheless, they are
presented below.
Table 3
Average import prices from PRC

Average price of imports from the PRC (EUR/tonne)
Index
Normal regime (EUR/tonne)
Index
Inward processing regime (EUR/tonne)
Index

2013

2014

2015

RIP

5,288

6,911

6,604

4,615

100

131

125

87

5,711

6,146

6,442

5,420

100

108

113

95

4,895

8,162

6,780

4,174

100

167

138

85

Source: TARIC database.

(122) Average prices from the PRC in the period considered declined by 13 %.
(123) The cooperating exporting producers accounted for 56 % of the imports from China and held a market share of
around 1 % in the review investigation period.
(124) The Commission assessed the price undercutting during the review investigation period by comparing the
weighted average sales prices per product type of the three sampled Union producers charged to unrelated
customers on the Union market, adjusted to an ex-works level; and the corresponding weighted average prices at
CIF Union frontier level per product type of the imports from the sampled producers to the first independent
customer on the Union market, with appropriate adjustments for post-importation costs. The price comparison
was made on a type-by-type basis for transactions, duly adjusted where necessary, and after deduction of rebates
and discounts. The result of the comparison was expressed as a percentage of the Union producers' turnover
during the review investigation period.
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(125) One Chinese exporting producer claimed that the price comparison might be distorted, because the Union sales
included high-quality products for nuclear and military uses that were compared with regular Chinese
products. It criticised the product type structure, alleging that it did not properly reflect such differences. However,
the product type system ensured that these special product types manufactured by the Union industry were not
compared to the product types imported by the Chinese exporting producers. This is because these special
products manufactured by the Union industry would be given a different code in the steel grade field.
(126) On the basis of the above methodology the imports undercut the Union industry prices by an average of 44 %.
Even with the anti-dumping duties added (this is not the case if it concerns imports under the inward processing
regime), the average price of these Chinese imports undercut the Union industry prices by 32 %.
(127) One Chinese exporting producer claimed that one of its sales transactions had been incorrectly identified as an
inward processing transaction when it was not. As the transaction in question (one of over 100 transactions in
total) concerned less than 3 % of its sales volume to the Union it did not have a significant impact on the
margins quoted in recital (126) above.
4.3.3. Imports from third countries
(128) The following table shows the development of imports to the Union from other third countries during the period
considered in terms of volume and market share, as well as the average price of these imports. The comment on
the usefulness of average prices made at recital (121) also applies here.
Table 4
Imports from third countries
Country

India

2013

2014

2015

RIP

13 531

17 230

18 911

19 845

100

127

140

147

Market share

12.5 %

14.8 %

17.0 %

19.0 %

Average price

5,315

4,790

5,217

4,519

100

90

98

85

10 170

12 535

12 201

11 870

100

123

120

117

Market share

9.4 %

10.7 %

11.0 %

11.3 %

Average price

7,276

6,984

6,706

6,069

100

96

92

83

3 731

3 526

3 481

3 166

100

95

93

85

3.4 %

3%

3.1 %

3%

Volume in tonnes
Index

(EUR/tonne)
Index
Ukraine

Volume in tonnes
Index

(EUR/tonne)
Index
Republic of Korea

Volume in tonnes
Index
Market share
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2013

2014

2015

RIP

6,614

6,124

6,537

6,599

100

93

99

100

3 062

4 647

3 280

3 113

100

152

107

102

Market share

2.8 %

4%

2.9 %

3%

Average price

15,442

12,181

14,801

15,503

100

79

96

100

3 605

4 980

4 602

3 052

100

138

128

85

Market share

3.3 %

4.3 %

4.1 %

2.9 %

Average price

7,762

5,477

6,359

8,021

100

71

82

103

7 267

10 257

8 740

4 019

100

141

120

55

Market share

6.7 %

8.8 %

7.9 %

3.8 %

Average price

6,614

6,124

6,537

6,599

100

93

99

100

41 366

53 175

51 215

45 065

100

129

124

109

Market share

38.2 %

45.6 %

46.0 %

43.1 %

Average price

7,434

6,616

6,570

6,454

100

89

88

87

Average price
(EUR/tonne)
Index
USA

Volume in tonnes
Index

(EUR/tonne)
Index
Japan

Volume in tonnes
Index

(EUR/tonne)
Index
Other third countries

Volume in tonnes
Index

(EUR/tonne)
Index
Total of all third
countries except the
country concerned

Volume in tonnes

Index

(EUR/tonne)
Index
Source: TARIC database

(129) The market share of imports from third countries other than the country concerned reached 43.1 % of total
Union consumption in the review investigation period. The biggest market share is represented by imports from
India (19 % of total Union consumption). Other substantial imports in the review investigation period came from
Ukraine (11.3 % market share).
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(130) The average prices at which these imports entered the Union were relatively low in comparison to the average
Union industry prices. The imports from India had a particularly low average selling price per unit of 4,519 EUR
per tonne in the review investigation period.
(131) Two Chinese exporting producers commented that the average import price of Indian producers was lower than
Chinese import prices. As explained at recital (121) above average prices do not necessarily form a fair or
meaningful basis for price comparisons. The Commission's undercutting analysis of Chinese imports (at
recital (126)) was performed on a type for type basis. No type for type data was available to the investigation on
Indian imports to the Union.
4.4. Economic situation of the Union industry
4.4.1. General remarks
(132) In accordance with Article 3(5) of the basic Regulation, the examination of the impact of the dumped imports on
the Union industry included an evaluation of all economic indicators having a bearing on the state of the Union
industry during the period considered.
(133) For the injury analysis, the Commission distinguished between macroeconomic and microeconomic injury
indicators. The Commission evaluated the macroeconomic indicators on the basis of data supplied by ESTA. The
data relate to all known Union producers. The Commission evaluated the microeconomic indicators on the basis
of data contained in the questionnaire replies from the sampled Union producers which have been verified. Both
sets of data have been found to be representative of the economic situation of the Union industry.
(134) The macroeconomic indicators are: production, production capacity, capacity utilisation, sales volume, market
share, growth, inventories, employment, productivity, magnitude of the dumping margin, and recovery from past
dumping.
(135) The microeconomic indicators are: average unit prices, unit cost, labour costs, profitability, cash flow,
investments, return on investments, and ability to raise capital.
4.4.2. Macroeconomic indicators
4.4.2.1. P ro d u c ti o n , prod u c ti on c apa ci ty a nd c ap ac i ty uti l isa ti on
(136) The total Union production, production capacity and capacity utilisation developed over the period considered as
follows:
Table 5
Production, production capacity and capacity utilisation
2013

2014

2015

RIP

146 346

164 008

132 541

117 034

100

112

91

80

242 821

249 029

247 420

248 575

Index

100

103

102

102

Capacity utilisation

60 %

66 %

54 %

47 %

Index

100

109

89

78

Production volume (in tonnes)
Index
Production capacity (in tonnes)

Source: Questionnaire reply of ESTA covering all Union producers.
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(137) The production volume decreased by 20 % during the period considered with the largest fall in 2015.
(138) The production capacity during the review investigation period has slightly increased, by 2 %, over the period
considered. This increase was due to investments in plant and equipment which led to small improvements in
efficiency.
(139) The capacity utilisation decreased during the period considered. The decrease by 22 % of capacity utilisation
reflects the decrease of the production volume in the period considered.
4.4.2.2. S al es v ol u m e an d ma rk et s ha re
(140) The Union industry's sales volume and market share developed over the period considered as follows:
Table 6
Sales volume and market share

Sales volume on the Union market (tonnes)
Index
Market share
Index
Export volumes (tonnes)
Index

2013

2014

2015

RIP

64 349

61 739

58 157

57 295

100

96

90

89

59.5 %

52.9 %

52.2 %

54.7 %

100

89

88

92

63 641

78 164

53 884

49 691

100

123

85

78

Source: Questionnaire reply of ESTA covering all Union producers.

(141) The sales volumes on the Union market decreased to 57 295 tonnes in the review investigation period
representing a decrease of 11 % over the period considered. The market share of the Union industry decreased by
8 % during the same period, whereas the export volumes of the Union industry fell by 22 %.
4.4.2.3. G rowt h
(142) As can be seen from Table 6 above the Union industry did not grow and even contracted in terms of market
share over the period considered.
4.4.2.4. Employ m e n t an d prod u c ti vi ty
(143) Employment and productivity developed over the period considered as follows:
Table 7
Employment and productivity
2013

2014

2015

RIP

4 825

4 859

4 451

4 462

Index

100

101

92

92

Productivity (tonnes/employee)

30

34

30

26

Index

100

111

98

86

Number of employees

Source: Questionnaire reply of ESTA covering all Union producers.
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(144) During the period considered the number of employees decreased by 8 %. The productivity of the Union
producers' workforce, measured as output (tonnes) per person employed per year, decreased by 14 % over the
period considered.
4.4.2.5. I n ven t ori e s
(145) Stock levels of the sampled Union producers developed over the period considered as follows:
Table 8
Inventories

Closing stocks (tonnes)
Index
Closing stocks as a percentage of production
Index

2013

2014

2015

RIP

8 065

8 906

8 294

6 470

100

110

103

80

5.5 %

5.4 %

6.3 %

5.5 %

100

99

114

100

Source: Questionnaire reply of ESTA covering all Union producers.

(146) The closing stock decreased by 20 % in the review investigation period compared to 2013. Compared to the level
of production, the closing stock remained stable over this period.
4.4.2.6. Ma g n i t u d e of t h e d u mpi n g m ar gin an d re cover y f rom pa st du mpi ng
(147) Dumping continued during the review investigation period, as explained under section 3 above. The significant
dumping practised by the Chinese producers had a negative effect on the Union industry's performance, as these
prices severely undercut Union industry's sales prices.
(148) During the period considered, the volume of the dumped imports from the PRC was however substantially lower
than during the original investigation period. On that basis, it can be concluded that the impact of the magnitude
of the dumping margin on the Union industry was also less pronounced.
4.4.3. Microeconomic indicators
4.4.3.1. P r ic es an d fa c t ors af f ec ting pr i ces
(149) The weighted average unit sales prices of the sampled Union producers to unrelated customers in the Union
developed over the period considered as follows:
Table 9
Sales prices in the Union

Average selling prices to unrelated parties (EUR/
tonnes)
Index
Unit cost of production (EUR/ tonnes)
Index
Source: Data of the sampled Union producers

2013

2014

2015

RIP

9,601

9,013

9,256

8,668

100

94

96

90

9,065

8,155

9,106

8,425

100

90

100

93
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(150) In the period considered the sales prices in the Union decreased by 10 %. The unit cost of production fell by 7 %
as raw material prices, and in particular the price of nickel, declined. The unit costs increase in 2015 can be
explained by the fall in production and sales volume in that year (Tables 5 and 6 above).
(151) It should be stated that the average prices and average unit costs reported above include a range of high quality
products sold to certain industries which are not in competition with Chinese imports. These products
were, therefore, not used in price comparisons between imports and the Union sales of the Union industry (see
recital (124)).
4.4.3.2. La b o ur c os ts
(152) The average labour costs of the sampled Union producers developed over the period considered as follows:
Table 10
Average labour costs per employee

Average wages per employee (EUR)
Index

2013

2014

2015

RIP

63,156

64,353

64,117

61,394

100

102

102

97

Source: Data of the sampled Union producers.

(153) The average labour costs per employee had a relatively stable trend in the period considered. Between 2013 and
the review investigation period the average labour costs per employee decreased by 3 %.
4.4.3.3. P rof i ta b i li t y, c as h f low, i nvestm en ts, re tu r n on i nvest me nts a nd ab ili ty to rai se c a pi t al
(154) The Commission established the profitability of the sampled Union producers by expressing the pre-tax net profit
of the sales of the like product to unrelated customers in the Union as a percentage of the turnover of those
sales. The net cash flow is the ability of the Union producers to self-finance their activities. The return on
investments is the profit in percentage of the net book value of investments.
(155) Profitability, cash flow, investments and return on investments of the sampled Union producers developed over
the period considered as follows:
Table 11
Profitability, cash flow, investments and return on investments
2013

2014

2015

RIP

5.6 %

6.8 %

0.8 %

0.3 %

Index

100

123

14

5

Cash flow (EUR) (index, 2013 = 100)

100

73

60

38

Investments (EUR) (index, 2013 = 100)

100

76

99

102

35.9 %

35.6 %

6.8 %

3.0 %

100

99

19

8

Profitability of sales in the Union to unrelated cus
tomers (% of sales turnover)

Return on investments
Index
Source: Data of the sampled Union producers.
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(156) During the period considered the Union industry's profits declined. In 2014 the industry registered an increase
from 2013 of 23 %. Between 2014 and the 2015 the profit decreased by 88 % and in the review investigation
period the industry hardly broke even, with profits declining further to 0.3 %.

(157) The net cash flow and the return on investment developed in a similar trend to profitability.

(158) The investments of the sampled companies were maintained at stable levels over the period considered. The
investments were mainly intended to improving the efficiency of the existing production lines and for health and
safety and environmental improvements.

4.5. Conclusion on injury

(159) At the beginning of the period considered certain economic indicators of the Union industry presented a positive
situation, showing strong signs of recovery from the injury established in the original investigation. In particular,
the Union industry achieved profit levels above its target profit in the years 2013 and 2014. The Union industry
was also able to substantially improve its production and capacity utilisation levels, and its export sales volume.

(160) However, as from 2015 most economic indicators experienced a pronounced deterioration. Most notably the
Union industry suffered a sharp decline in its profitability levels (down to 0.3 % in the review investigation
period), and a significant reduction in production and capacity utilisation levels, as well as in unit sales prices and
employment. Overall, the trends of almost every economic indicator worsened over the period considered.

(161) The negative trends can be explained by the cumulative effect of a series of factors that, acting altogether, further
deteriorated the state of the Union industry which was still in a fragile situation: the continued presence of
Chinese dumped imports, albeit in limited volumes as compared to the original investigation, at levels signifi
cantly undercutting Union producers' prices; a substantial decline in investment in the worldwide oil and gas
industry, which is the largest market for the product concerned; and a surge of low priced imports from third
countries (most notably India, but also Ukraine), which put a strong downwards price and volume pressure on
the Union industry.

(162) After disclosure, two Chinese exporting producers claimed that more detail should have been provided on the
three causation factors mentioned in recital (161). However, these factors are properly explained and no
interested parties have suggested that any other factor played a significant role. Therefore in terms of
completeness the Commission was satisfied that its analysis was adequate.

(163) Indeed, the conclusion that imports from China had a material impact on the state of the Union industry, as
required under Article 3(6) of the basic Regulation, derives from the substantial levels of undercutting as
specified in section 4.3.2 above. The claim made after disclosure by one exporting producer that the market
share of Chinese imports reached 1 % only is incorrect, as in establishing the Chinese market share account
should also be taken of sales, in the Union, under the inward processing regime. This is because imports under
inward processing are part of consumption of the product under review and compete with other sales on the
Union market including those of the Union industry. In recital (115) above it is further explained that a 3 % drop
in consumption occurred during the period considered, and that this drop was mainly due to the decline in
investment in the oil and gas industry, which is the most important user industry for the product concerned,
since 2015. The weak demand from that user sector in the latter part of the period considered was confirmed by
ESTA in an uncontested submission made available to all interested parties. Therefore, this factor, causing a drop
in demand, also had a bearing on the state of the Union industry for the latter part of the period considered.
Finally, increases in imports from India and other third countries have been addressed extensively in
chapter 4.3.3 above, and Table 4 provides full details of the magnitude of the increases, price developments and
market share increases. Whilst average Indian import prices suggest that these imports undercut the Union
industry prices, this cannot be concluded with certainty as for valid price comparisons more precise data should
be used and also the relevant future developments should be considered (see recitals (176)-(180)). In any case, the
Commission notes that Article 11(2) of the basic Regulation does not require the performance of a separate
causality analysis as a condition for extending duties in case of likelihood of recurrence of dumping and
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continuation of injury, as is established in the present Regulation. Based on all these elements, it cannot be
concluded that imports from India or other third countries are the only factor causing injury to the Union
industry during the review investigation period. The existence and importance of the three factors results from an
assessment of the information on file which has been available to all interested parties. Therefore, the claim that
there was inadequate disclosure of causation is rejected.
(164) The Commission thus concluded that the Union industry has benefitted from the original measures, as it showed
some improvements throughout the period considered (in particular in 2013 and 2014) in comparison to the
situation found during the original investigation period (2010). However, the Union industry is recovering at
a slow pace and continues to be in a fragile and vulnerable situation, on account of the abovementioned
factors. Accordingly, in the review investigation period, the Union industry was found suffering material injury
within the meaning of Article 3(5) of the basic Regulation.

5. LIKELIHOOD OF CONTINUATION OF INJURY IF MEASURES ARE REPEALED
(165) The investigation concluded in recital (164) that the Union industry suffered injury. Therefore, the Commission
assessed whether there would be a likelihood of continuation of injury caused by the Chinese dumped imports if
the measures against the PRC were allowed to lapse, in accordance with Article 11(2) of the basic Regulation.
(166) In this respect the following elements were analysed by the Commission: spare capacity in the PRC, attractiveness
of the Union market, likely price levels from Chinese imports in the absence of anti-dumping measures, and their
impact on the Union industry.

5.1. Spare capacities in the PRC and attractiveness of the Union market
(167) The Commission established that in the review investigating period Chinese imports into the Union market were
made at dumped prices significantly undercutting Union producers. The Commission accordingly concluded (in
recital (109) above) that there was a likelihood of continuation of dumping should the measures be allowed to
lapse.
(168) The Commission confirmed in recitals (95)-(98) the existence of large spare capacities in the PRC, which are
estimated to amount to over four times the total consumption in the Union market. In this respect, the investi
gation has also confirmed (see recital (102)) that the Union market of SSSPT is, excluding the PRC, the largest
market in the world in terms of consumption levels.
(169) In addition, the investigation has revealed that Chinese exporting producers have also dumped when exporting
into other markets. This has resulted in the imposition of anti-dumping measures against Chinese exporting
producers in several countries, and therefore restricting the range of markets available for Chinese exports.
(170) Therefore, the Commission concluded that at least part of the large spare capacity available in the PRC would
likely be directed to the Union market if measures were allowed to lapse.

5.2. Impact of the projected volume of imports and price effects in case of repeal of measures
(171) Based on the elements described in section 5.1, the investigation confirmed that in the absence of anti-dumping
measures, Chinese exporting producers would have a strong incentive to significantly increase their volume of
imports into the Union market. The Commission also found that there was a strong likelihood of continuation of
dumping should the measures be allowed to lapse (recitals (106)-(109) above).
(172) To have an indication of the price levels of Chinese imports in the absence of measures, the Commission
conducted an assessment of the following elements: (i) a price comparison between Chinese import prices into
the Union without the anti-dumping duty (i.e. imports made under an inward processing arrangement) and
Union industry prices in the review investigation period; and (ii) pricing behaviour of Chinese exporting
producers on third markets (with no anti-dumping measures in place).
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(173) These price comparisons showed that Chinese import prices to the Union market, without the anti-dumping
duty, were on average 44 % lower than the Union industry's prices. In addition, an analysis of Chinese producers'
export behaviour showed that Chinese exports to other third markets were made generally at slightly lower
prices than the exports to the Union. Therefore, the Commission confirmed that Chinese exporting producers
followed a consistent pattern of very low priced exports across all markets.

(174) As a result of the above elements, it is very likely that Chinese dumped imports would enter the Union market in
significant volumes at prices significantly undercutting Union producers' prices. This would have a negative
impact on the Union industry as these significant added volumes of imports would depress the sales prices that
the Union industry can achieve, reduce the Union industry's volume of sales and also its capacity utilisation, as
a result of which its production costs would increase. The expected increase of low priced dumped imports
would thus cause a further and strong deterioration of the financial results of the Union industry, in particular
profitability.

(175) One Chinese exporting producer questioned whether the Chinese imports of the product concerned would reenter the Union market in large volumes, thereby aggravating the injury to the Union industry, bearing in mind
the current presence of large volumes of Indian imports. In this respect, the party argued that the Indian imports
had replaced the Chinese imports and that it was unlikely that Chinese imports would regain these sales volumes
as Indian prices were consistently below Chinese prices. Whereas Chinese prices to third markets were only
slightly lower than Chinese prices to the Union, Indian prices to the Union were substantially lower than Chinese
prices to the Union.

(176) Several arguments should be advanced in reply thereto.

(177) First, this investigation is, as per the requirements of Article 11(2) of the basic Regulation, limited to assessing
whether there is a likelihood of recurrence of dumping and injury from injuriously-priced Chinese imports of the
product concerned if the duties at issue were removed. The fact that Chinese imports currently enter the Union
market in much lower numbers than before the imposition of measures shows that the duties were successful to
re-establish undistorted competitive conditions between Chinese exporters of the product concerned and the
Union industry. That Indian imports undercut those from China does not undermine the Commission's
obligations to remain within the framework of the present investigation. Indeed, as the case law of the General
Court shows, it is apparent from Article 11(2) of the basic Regulation that the Commission merely needs to
confirm the claim that there is a likelihood of recurrence or continuation of injury caused by dumped Chinese
imports, should the measures be allowed to lapse. (1) As set out in recital (183), on the basis of its assessment
performed in the present Regulation, that likelihood has been proven to exist.

(178) Second, it should be recalled, as recalled in recital (121) above, that care should be taken in the use of average
prices in respect of the product concerned because there is a large range of prices per tonne and that wherever
possible price comparisons should be made on a type for type basis. However, in establishing the likelihood of
continuation of injury, the Commission has not compared Chinese sales prices and volumes with Indian sales
prices and volumes but rather compared it with the Union industry's sales volumes and prices. Indeed, the
Commission does not argue that the Chinese imports would replace imports from India. Such development
would not per se aggravate the injury to the Union industry. However, because of the large undercutting margin
established with regard to Chinese imports (see recital (173) above) and the large spare capacities available it is
considered that the Chinese imports would increase substantially and as a result, they would cause further injury
to the Union industry should the measures be repealed. These imports would therefore have a devastating effect
on the sales volumes and profitability of the Union industry.

(179) Third, as regards the comparison between Chinese import prices and Indian import prices, an analysis of the data
of the sampled Chinese exporting producers clearly indicates that imports during the period considered consisted
of specialist products (such as precision tubes) or they relate to imports made under the inward processing
(1) Judgment of 30 April 2015, VTZ and Others v Council, Case T-432/12, EU:T:2015:248, at paragraph 74.
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arrangements. Clearly if measures are repealed a much wider range of imports would become possible and
imports would increase in the more standard product types (those with the highest volume for the Union
industry). The Chinese import volumes are likely to increase whether Indian competition exists or not.
(180) The same Chinese exporting producer also used average price data of Indian imports to the Union to explain
why Chinese export prices to third countries would not support the finding of a likelihood of continuation of
injury. Again the use of average prices means that this analysis could not be accepted by the Commission. The
Commission's use of Chinese export data to third countries was based on meaningful comparisons on a product
type basis.
(181) The Chinese exporter made references to the Indian circumvention case mentioned at recital (7). However, again
this claim cannot be accepted because accurate conclusions can only be drawn on price comparisons when they
are made on a type to type basis. References to average import prices even if they are low are not meaningful in
the context of the current expiry review investigation.
(182) For all the above reasons, the Commission therefore rejects the claim that it did not give sufficient explanation of
continuation of injury.

5.3. Conclusion on the likelihood of continuation of injury
(183) In view of the above, the Commission concluded that the repeal of the measures would in all likelihood result in
a significant increase of Chinese dumped imports at prices undercutting the Union industry prices, and therefore
further aggravating the injury suffered by the Union industry. As a consequence, the viability of the Union
industry would be at serious risk.

6. UNION INTEREST
(184) In accordance with Article 21 of the basic Regulation, the Commission examined whether maintaining the
existing anti-dumping measures on the PRC would be against the interest of the Union as a whole. The determi
nation of the Union interest was based on an appreciation of all the various interests involved, including those of
the Union industry, importers, wholesalers, and users. Their analysis allows the assessment of any undue negative
impact on the parties concerned by the anti-dumping measures in place.
(185) All interested parties were given the opportunity to make their views known pursuant to Article 21(2) of the
basic Regulation.
(186) On this basis it was examined whether there were compelling reasons for concluding that it was not in the
Union interest to maintain the existing measures.

6.1. Interest of the Union industry
(187) Although the anti-dumping measures in force prevented dumped imports from entering the Union market to
a large extent, the Union industry remains in a fragile situation, as confirmed by the negative trends of certain
injury indicators.
(188) Should the measures be allowed to lapse, it is likely that the likely influx of substantial volumes of dumped
imports from the country concerned would cause further injury to the Union industry. This influx would likely
cause, amongst others, loss of market share, decrease in sales prices, decrease in capacity utilisation and in
general a serious deterioration of the Union industry's financial situation.
(189) The Commission thus concluded that the maintenance of anti-dumping measures against the PRC is in the
interest of the Union industry.
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6.2. Interest of unrelated importers and users
(190) In the original investigation it was found that the imposition of measures was not likely to have a serious
negative effect on the situation of importers and users in the Union. Six importers (four of which were also users
of the product concerned) cooperated in this investigation by submitting questionnaire responses and only one of
these recorded its opposition to the measures.
(191) The investigation showed that most imports were made under inward processing arrangements (whereby no antidumping duty was payable). In addition, these importers often had large business segments which did not involve
the product concerned at all. Further, these importers explained that they had many other sources of supply for
the product concerned. In addition, an examination of the users' costs showed that the product concerned
accounted for less than 10 % (on average) of their full cost of production of the finished products.
(192) From the recital above, it was confirmed that the importers and users had not been substantially affected by the
measures and therefore the Commission concluded that the continuation of measures would not negatively affect
the Union importers and users to any significant extent.
(193) One interested party had switched a large proportion of its sourcing of imports from Chinese to Indian exporting
producers and argued that the Union industry did not benefit from the measures. However, as explained at
section 4.5, when looking at the entire situation of the Union industry it had demonstrated its ability to benefit
from the measures in the absence of large volumes of imports from the PRC.

6.3. Conclusion on Union interest
(194) On the basis of the above, the Commission concluded that there were no compelling reasons of Union interest
against the maintenance of the current anti-dumping measures on imports of the product concerned originating
in the People's Republic of China.

7. DEFINITIVE ANTI-DUMPING MEASURES
(195) In view of the conclusions reached with regard to the likelihood of continuation of dumping and injury, it
follows that, in accordance with Article 11(2) of the basic Regulation, the anti-dumping measures applicable to
imports of certain seamless pipes and tubes of stainless steel originating in the PRC, imposed by Implementing
Regulation (EU) No 1331/2011, should be maintained.
(196) In view of the recent case-law of the Court of Justice (1), it is appropriate to provide for the rate of default
interest to be paid in case of reimbursement of definitive duties, because the relevant provisions in force
concerning customs duties do not provide for such an interest rate, and the application of national rules would
lead to undue distortions between economic operators depending on which Member State is chosen for customs
clearance.
(197) The measures provided for in this regulation are in accordance with the opinion of the Committee established by
Article 15(1) Regulation (EU) 2016/1036,

HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION:

Article 1
1.
A definitive anti-dumping duty is imposed on imports of seamless pipes and tubes of stainless steel (excluding
such pipes and tubes with attached fittings suitable for conducting gases or liquids for use in civil aircraft), currently
falling within CN codes 7304 11 00, 7304 22 00, 7304 24 00, ex 7304 41 00, 7304 49 10, ex 7304 49 93,
ex 7304 49 95, ex 7304 49 99 and ex 7304 90 00 (TARIC codes 7304 41 00 90, 7304 49 93 90, 7304 49 95 90,
7304 49 99 90 and 7304 90 00 91), and originating in the People's Republic of China.
(1) Judgment in Wortmann, C-365/15, EU:C:2017:19, paragraphs 35 to 39.
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2.
The rate of the definitive anti-dumping duty applicable to the net, free-at-Union-frontier price, before duty, of the
products described in paragraph 1 and produced by the companies listed below shall be as follows:
Definitive anti-dumping duty
rate

TARIC additional code

Changshu Walsin Specialty Steel, Co. Ltd, Haiyu

71.9 %

B120

Shanghai Jinchang Stainless Steel Tube Manufacturing, Co. Ltd,
Situan

48.3 %

B118

Wenzhou Jiangnan Steel Pipe Manufacuring, Co. Ltd, Yongz
hong

48.6 %

B119

Companies listed in Annex I

56.9 %

All other companies

71.9 %

Company/companies

B999

3.
Unless otherwise specified, the provisions in force concerning customs duties shall apply. The default interest to be
paid in case of reimbursement that gives rise to a right to payment of default interest shall be the rate applied by the
European Central Bank to its principal refinancing operations, as published in the C series of the Official Journal of the
European Union, in force on the first calendar day of the month in which the deadline falls, increased by one percentage
point.
4.
Where any new exporting producer in the People's Republic of China provides sufficient evidence to the
Commission that: (a) it did not export to the Union the product described in paragraph 1 in the period between 1 July
2009 and 30 June 2010 (original investigation period), (b) it is not related to any exporter or producer in the People's
Republic of China which is subject to the anti-dumping measures imposed by this Regulation, (c) it has actually exported
to the Union the product concerned or it has entered into an irrevocable contractual obligation to export a significant
quantity to the Union after the end of the original investigation period, the Commission may amend the Annex I by
adding the new exporting producer to the cooperating companies not included in the sample of the original investi
gation and thus subject to the weighted average duty of not exceeding 56.9 %.
5.
The application of the individual anti-dumping duty rates specified for the companies mentioned in paragraph 2
shall be conditional upon presentation to the customs authorities of the Member States of a valid commercial invoice,
on which shall appear a declaration dated and signed by an official of the entity issuing such invoice, identified by
his/her name and function, drafted as follows: ‘I, the undersigned, certify that the (volume) of seamless pipes and tubes
of stainless steel sold for export to the European Union covered by this invoice was manufactured by (company name
and address) (TARIC additional code) in the (country concerned). I declare that the information provided in this invoice
is complete and correct.’ If no such invoice is presented, the duty rate applicable to ‘all other companies’ shall apply.
Article 2
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day following that of its publication in the Official Journal of the European
Union.

This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States.
Done at Brussels, 5 March 2018.
For the Commission
The President
Jean-Claude JUNCKER
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ANNEX I
PRC COOPERATING EXPORTING PRODUCERS NOT SAMPLED IN THE ORIGINAL INVESTIGATION

Name

TARIC additional code

Baofeng Steel Group, Co. Ltd, Lishui,

B 236

Changzhou City Lianyi Special Stainless Steel Tube, Co. Ltd, Changzhou,

B 237

Huadi Steel Group, Co. Ltd, Wenzhou,

B 238

Huzhou Fengtai Stainless Steel Pipes, Co. Ltd, Huzhou,

B 239

Huzhou Gaolin Stainless Steel Tube Manufacture, Co. Ltd, Huzhou,

B 240

Huzhou Zhongli Stainless Steel Pipe, Co. Ltd, Huzhou,

B 241

Jiangsu Wujin Stainless Steel Pipe Group, Co. Ltd, Beijing,

B 242

Jiangyin Huachang Stainless Steel Pipe, Co. Ltd, Jiangyin

B 243

Lixue Group, Co. Ltd, Ruian,

B 244

Shanghai Crystal Palace Pipe, Co. Ltd, Shanghai,

B 245

Shanghai Baoluo Stainless Steel Tube, Co. Ltd, Shanghai,

B 246

Shanghai Shangshang Stainless Steel Pipe, Co. Ltd, Shanghai,

B 247

Shanghai Tianbao Stainless Steel, Co. Ltd, Shanghai,

B 248

Shanghai Tianyang Steel Tube, Co. Ltd, Shanghai,

B 249

Wenzhou Xindeda Stainless Steel Material, Co. Ltd, Wenzhou,

B 250

Wenzhou Baorui Steel, Co. Ltd, Wenzhou,

B 251

Zhejiang Conform Stainless Steel Tube, Co. Ltd, Jixing,

B 252

Zhejiang Easter Steel Pipe, Co. Ltd, Jiaxing,

B 253

Zhejiang Five — Star Steel Tube Manufacturing, Co. Ltd, Wenzhou,

B 254

Zhejiang Guobang Steel, Co. Ltd, Lishui,

B 255

Zhejiang Hengyuan Steel, Co. Ltd, Lishui,

B 256

Zhejiang Jiashang Stainless Steel, Co. Ltd, Jiaxing City,

B 257

Zhejiang Jinxin Stainless Steel Manufacture, Co. Ltd, Xiping Town,

B 258

Zhejiang Jiuli Hi-Tech Metals, Co. Ltd, Huzhou,

B 259

Zhejiang Kanglong Steel, Co. Ltd, Lishui,

B 260

Zhejiang Qiangli Stainless Steel Manufacture, Co. Ltd, Xiping Town,

B 261

Zhejiang Tianbao Industrial, Co. Ltd, Wenzhou,

B 262

Zhejiang Tsingshan Steel Pipe, Co. Ltd, Lishui,

B 263

Zhejiang Yida Special Steel, Co. Ltd, Xiping Town.

B 264

